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Applicable to Rate R, Rate C, and Rate I for all gas sales made by Company, and applicable to Rate R, 
Rate C, Rate I, and Rate T for recovery of Pipeline System costs.  The total gas cost recovery amount 
due is determined by adding the gas cost calculated in Section (a) below and the pipeline cost calculated 
in Section (b) below. 
 
The amount due for gas cost (Section (a)) is determined by multiplying the Gas Cost Recovery Factor 
(GCRF) by the Customer's monthly volume.  For Customers receiving service under Rate R and Rate C, 
monthly volume will be calculated on a  Mcf basis.  For Customers receiving service under Rate I, 
monthly volume will be calculated on an MMBtu basis and the quantities will be adjusted as necessary to 
recover actual gas costs.   
 
The amount due for pipeline cost (Section (b)) is determined by multiplying the Pipeline Cost Factor 
(PCF) by the Customer's monthly volume.  For Customers receiving service under Rate R and Rate C, 
monthly volume will be calculated on an Mcf basis.  For Customers receiving service under Rate I and 
Rate T, monthly volume will be calculated on an MMBtu basis and the quantities will be adjusted as 
necessary to recover actual gas costs. 
 
(a) Gas Cost 
 
Method of Calculation 
 
The monthly gas cost adjustment is calculated by the application of a Gas Cost Recovery Factor (GCRF), 
as determined with the following formula: 
 
GCRF = Estimated Gas Cost Factor (EGCF) + Reconciliation Factor (RF) + Taxes (TXS)  
 

EGCF = Estimated cost of gas, including lost and unaccounted for gas attributed to residential, 
commercial, and industrial sales, and any reconciliation balance of unrecovered gas costs, divided 
by the estimated total residential, commercial, and industrial sales.  Lost and unaccounted for gas is 
limited to 5%. 

 
RF = Calculated by dividing the difference between the Actual Gas Cost Incurred, inclusive of 
interest over the preceding twelve-month period ended June 30 and the Actual Gas Cost Billed   
over that same twelve-month period by the estimated total residential, commercial, and industrial 
sales for the succeeding October through June billing months.  The interest rate to be used is the 
annual interest rate on overcharges and under charges by a utility as published by the Public Utility 
Commission each December.  The interest rate for calendar year 2009 is 2.09%. 

 
Actual Gas Cost Incurred = The sum of the costs booked in Atmos Energy Corp., Mid-Tex 
Division account numbers 800 through 813 and 858 of the FERC Uniform System of Accounts, 
including the net impact of injecting and  withdrawing gas from storage.  Also includes a credit or 
debit for any out-of-period adjustments or unusual or nonrecurring costs typically considered gas 
costs and a credit for amounts received as Imbalance Fees or Curtailment Overpull Fees. 

 
Actual Gas Cost Billed = EGCF multiplied by the monthly volumes billed to Residential, 
Commercial and Industrial Sales customers, less the total amount of gas cost determined to have 
been uncollectible and written off which remain unpaid for each month of the reconciliation period. 
 
Any amount remaining in the reconciliation balance after the conclusion of the period of 
amortization will be maintained in the reconciliation balance and included in the collection of the 
next RF. 
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Atmos Energy shall file annual reports with the Commission, providing by month the following 
amounts:  Gas Cost Written Off. Margin Written Off, Tax and Other Written Off, Total Written Off, 
Gas Cost Collected and Margin Collected. 
 

TXS = Any statutorily imposed assessments or taxes applicable to the purchase of gas divided by 
the estimated total residential, commercial, and industrial sales. 

 
ADJ = Any surcharge or refund ordered by a regulatory authority, inclusive of interest, divided by the 
estimated total residential, commercial, and industrial sales is to be included as a separate line item 
surcharge. 

 
(b) Pipeline Cost 
 
Method of Calculation 
 
Each month, a Pipeline Cost Factor (PCF) is calculated separately for each Pipeline Cost Rate Class 
listed below.  The formula for the PCF is: 
 

PCF = PP / S, where: 
 
PP = (P - A) x D, where: 
 
P = Estimated monthly cost of pipeline service calculated pursuant to Rate CGS 
 
D = Pipeline service allocation factor for the rate class as approved in the Company's most recent 
rate case, as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
A = Adjustment applied in the current month to correct for the difference between the actual and 
estimated pipeline cost revenue of the second preceding month, calculated by the formula: 

 
A = R - (C - A2), where: 
 
R = Actual revenue received from the application of the PP component in the second preceding 
month. 
 
C = Actual pipeline costs for the second preceding month. 
 
A2 = The adjustment (A) applied to the PP component in the second preceding month. 

 
S = Estimated Mcf or MMBtu for the rate class for the current billing month. 
 
The PCF is calculated to the nearest 0.0001 cent. 
 

The Pipeline Cost to be billed is determined by multiplying the Mcf or MMBtu used by the appropriate 
PCF.  The Pipeline Cost is determined to the nearest whole cent. 
 

Pipeline Cost Rate Class Allocation Factor (D) 
Rate R - Residential Service .634698 
Rate C - Commercial Service .302824 
Rate I - Industrial Service and Rate T - Transportation Service .062478 


